Abstract A nonlinear Hamiltonian dynamics is derived from the Wilson action in lattice gauge theory Let V be a linear space of lattice Dirac operators D(a) denned by some lattice gauge field a. We consider the Lagrangian D » tx((D(a) + im)4) on V, where m € C is a mass parameter. Critical points of this functional are given by solutions of a nonlinear discrete wave equation which describe the time evolution of the gauge fields a. In the simplest case, the dynamical system is a cubic Henon map. In general, it is a symplectic coupled map lattice. We prove the existence of non-trivial critical points in two examples.
The problem
Let X be an operator algebra with finite trace tr. We introduce the problem of finding critical points of the functional on some linear subspace V of X, where ro is a complex mass parameter. If V is formed by discrete Dirac operators D = ^ajXj + {ajXj)\ where the a% are in a subalgebra A c X and r, are automorphisms in A this functional is an averaged Wilson action of the lattice gauge field aj. We demonstrate here that critical points of Cm define a nonlinear dynamical system and look at examples. In the simplest case, if all the a, are invariant under space translations, the time evolution is given by a cubic Henon twist map in the plane. In general, the dynamics is an infinite dimensional nonlinear discrete reversible wave equation. These discrete partial difference equations are generalizations of classical coupled map lattices [13, 10, 5] . Hamiltonian reversible coupled map lattices appeared in [12, 15] . Non-invertible coupled map lattices in connection with field theory were treated in [3] . Here, we have a both space and time-discrete wave equation, time is physical time and we i wojrk in an ergodic set-up.
\ 2. The motivation
Non-relativistic quantum dynamics deals with the Schrodinger dynamical system ihr/r = Lx/r in a Hilbert space H. If L is a bounded operator, the discrete time version i^h K * + O -* ( f -0 1 = W ( f ) ( 2 ) defines a unitary evolution and is useful for studying spectral measures of L ( [19] ). If the left-hand side of equation (2) is ia"1 (£/-tf *) and V = it/, then equation (2) is V+V* = ah f Current address: Department of Mathematics, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721, USA. 0 3 0 5 -4 4 7 0 / 9 6 7 2 3 0 5 9 5 + 0 6 $ 1 9 . 5 0 © 1 9 9 6 I O P P u b l i s h i n g L t d L 5 9 5 L596 Letter to the Editor a discretization of a relativistic wave equation. Using the discrete operator K = V+V*-aL on spacetime, the evolution (2) is equivalent to Kr/r = 0, so that a wave f is a critical point of the formal functional + m-(+, Ryfr). In quantum field theory, the waves * become operators and contribute to the Hamiltonian. We assume that both the wave f = D and the Hamiltonian K = D2 -m2 are in an C* algebra X with finite trace tr. Af is a not yet completed normed space with scalar product (A, B) = tr(A, B). We replace the functional V m-Or, Kir) leading to a linear unitary quantum evolution (2) Higher-order polynomial actions do not lead to wave equations: critical points would lead to unphysical higher-order PDEs and so violate the primitive causality axiom [11] . Another motivation is of course that the Wilson action is the Hamiltonian in lattice gauge theory. It is fundamental because it becomes in the continuum limit the Maxwell-Yang-Mills functional. A more general problem which we do not address in this letter is to allow V to be a manifold in^likeforexampleD = {Z) = i:.ayT, + (a,rJ.r, «,-> = aJ 6 A) leading to a variational problem with constraints.
The functional
Let Tl be any group acting as automorphisms on a probability space (J2, v). Let Z be a discretesubgroup of ft with generators Tk : « -* J2 and automorphisms xk : a m-a(Tk) on » A = L°°(Ci, v). Let X be the crossed product of A with the Z action. We call the elements *j D ~ T,kakrk + (aktk)* e X discrete Dirac operators. In the discrete case, matrix-valued j coefficients ykak with Dirac matrices Yk are not necessary because the Clifford relations > can be achieved on a doubled lattice, which leads for dim = 4 to operators on spinors with 16 components. Let 2? be a linear space of such operators. We look at the problem of finding critical points of the action (1) on V, where m € C is a parameter. The choice n = V x g, where V is the Poincare' group and where Q is a product of compact Lie groups, is physically motivated. Z c K is the product of a discrete lattice Z4 in the translation group generated by tb,..., r3 of V and a countable group in G generated by oj. Every D = Ei W + (flinY = J^Jm0 ajtj+(a;r;)*+£t bkak + (bkak)*, is the sum of a kinematic part and a part responsible for internal degrees of freedom. If aj and bk commute with involutions ak, we write D = Y.j ajXj + (ajxj)* + £t 2bkak. 6. Discrete spacetime and continuous symmetry. The functional Cm is ft-invariant in the algebra y of all possible discrete operators. We presently do not consider variations in y and fix the lattice. We can allow variations of the vector e defining the discrete subgroup Z if ft acts by diffeomorphisms on a manifold M. The general variational problem in y is Lorentz invariant. For discrete time quantum mechanics see [22] . Discreteness emerges naturally in the ergodic theory of ft actions [6] . [16] . Another generating function for S is -5(*(r0) -b)2 + V(b) with V(b) = Ift4 + i(4 -3m2)*2. Such maps S are in general nonmtegrable [20] and the non-wandering set is compact [8] . Critical points can be constructed (i) using results in smooth ergodic theory or (ii) by KAM perturbation theory: (i) if there is a periodic orbit of odd period p > 1, then the topological entropy h^S) is positive [4] . Moreover, h^S) takes the maximal value log(3) if |4 -3m2| > Sg2'3 due to an embedded horseshoe. [8] . h^S) > 0 implies the existence of a compact invariant hyperbolic invariant set [14] . (ii) If |4-3m2| < 2, then 0 is a linearly stable fixed point. It is stable for the generic set of m's with non-trivial Birkhoff normal form [21] . This assures the existence of invariant where 5 defines an invertible coupled map lattice. Invertible coupled map lattices of similar type have been considered in [12] . For a = 0, S is an array decoupled cubic Cremona maps. They are, for a > 0, linked through a linear nearest-neighbour coupling. Equation (6) is a discrete version of the nonlinear </>4 wave equation (□ + ro2)0 = p(0), where □ = df -A and p is a cubic polynomial. If £2 is a finite set, S is a symplectic map (Xf y) h+ (^(j)-^ *) on R2,fi|. The linearization of 5 is conjugated to a decoupled system of two unitary Schrodinger evolutions if ro is choosen so that the Hessian is not invertible. While the nonlinear Schrodinger equation is integrable by an infinite dimensional Siegel theorem [23] , the nonlinear 04 wave analogue is not. An analogue fact holds here in the special case of functions which are constant in space: while a polynomial map x t-+ f(x) can be integrable near 0 by Siegel's theorem, the symplectic map (x, y) h> (/(*) -y, x) is non-integrable and only a deeper KAM argument can establish stability of an elliptic fixed point. In higher dimensions, a linearly stable fixed point 0 is in general unstable. We now prove for large ro that there are aperiodic non-trivial solutions of the dynamical system (6) using an argument of Aubry [1, 2, 12, 16, 15] . Equation The corresponding symplectic map S has also the generating function /M^+a3^W^ + (2a2 + 6-3m2)f + ^ + |E^).
